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As guest editor, my focus for the audiovisual essay section of the Spring and 

Autumn 2018 issues of NECSUS is original scene analyses as examples of au-

tonomous and explanatorily argumentative videographic criticism. 

 

My aim was to inspire the creation of videographic works that provide 

straightforward close analyses of specific scenes of movies – not entire films, 

not entire oeuvres, not poetic associational montages but focused, analytical, 

exploratory, and explanatory analyses that take advantage of the novel af-

fordances of the audiovisual medium to clearly present, prove, and argue for 

their observations on a particular – perhaps key – moment of a film. 

The selected videos are meant to be autonomous. The majority of (schol-

arly) videographic works does not aim at self-sufficiency: video descriptions 
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often link to and rely on ‘accompanying essays’, despite the produced work 

itself already being named ‘audiovisual essay’. Videos that remain unclear 

without their textual accompaniment – lacking in offering independent, 

rounded-out argumentation in themselves – could be seen as merely im-

proved illustrations to traditional textual criticism. A self-contained 

standalone ‘truly audiovisual audiovisual work’[1] that is sufficiently articu-

late and informative when viewed from start to end is a viable opportunity, 

one that settles into a category of its own. An autonomous video might be 

supported by textual reflections (e.g. contextualising its production – the way 

this very introduction functions), but should be able to ‘work’ independently, 

without any written supplement. 

My last criterion was to challenge makers to create explanatorily argu-

mentative works. The produced videos are explanatory, regarding their 

mode and aims of communication, in which they differ from the more cov-

ert (poetic) types of audiovisual expressions. Although poetic videos also in-

tend to communicate arguments, their primary focus is not on carrying out 

a straightforward explanation – a ‘thesis-driven explicit reasoning’[2]– 

within their audiovisual form. Clearly, explanatorily argumentative scene 

analyses should not shy away from aesthetic embellishments, as Davide 

Rapp’s more experimental take demonstrates, however their primary aim of 

providing clarity in communication and efficiency in audiovisual augmenta-

tion should subordinate artistic and viral ambitions to explicatory values. 

Perhaps surprisingly, there were only a few videos out there that fulfilled 

all the requirements of this simple and rather straightforward autonomous and 

explanatory scene analysis niche (at least at the moment I set the above condi-

tions). When approached by academic colleagues and non-scholarly practi-

tioners, professional or amateur videographers (and the combination of 

these), I clarified my written criteria with some rare model examples, includ-

ing Catherine Grant’s 2014 Un/Contained – Scene Analysis of Andrea Arnold’s 

2009 Film Fish Tank, Tony Zhou’s 2015 Drive (2011) – The Quadrant System, 

Kevin B. Lee’s 2015 Rohmer’s Guessing Games, and my own scene analysis video, 

which I held back and now include with this first part of the double issue. I 

hope the present selection, which came out of an intense and thought-pro-

voking reviewing process, lives up to the standards of these prototypes. 

I promised to offer standalone audiovisual experience. Therefore, I will stop 

writing and instead invite the reader viewer to watch the videos by Liz Greene, 

Patrick Keating, Davide Rapp, and myself. 

https://vimeo.com/245270432
https://vimeo.com/245480946
https://vimeo.com/247594899
https://vimeo.com/192435083
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